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Electric-field-induced transition between the anticlinic and the synclinic smectic-C surfaces
in free-standing films
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Anticlinic smectic-C surfaces were found experimentally as ground state structures in free-standing films
made of smectic liquid crystals with no anticlinic bulk phases. A mean-field interpretation of this observation
is given within a discrete phenomenological model of antiferroelectric liquid crystals, which additionally
considers the enhanced order present at the surfaces of the free-standing films. The temperature dependence of
the critical electric field that drives the transition between the anticlinic and synclinic smectic-C surfaces is
evaluated, and fair agreement with the experimental data is found.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Free-standing films of smectic liquid crystals are stacks
N parallel smectic layers, spanned in the air over a wind
of area approximately 1–5 cm2. In the Sm-A phase on the
average the molecules are perpendicular to the layers. U
cooling toward the temperature of the transition from t
Sm-A to the tilted phaseTc

b , the molecules in the surfac
layers tilt at the surface transition temperatureTc

sur f , which
is higher thanTc

b @1,2#. The difference betweenTc
sur f andTc

b

can be from;1 K up to 10 K or even 20 K. The increase o
the transition temperature in the surface layers is due to
surface tension, which quenches layer displacement fluc
tions and enhances the smectic order at free surfaces@3#.

At temperatures betweenTc
sur f andTc

b , the molecules in
layers close to the surfaces are tilted considerably more
those in the interior layers. Two distinct molecular config
rations have been observed experimentally. The symme
one, where the directions of the tilt in the upper and in
bottom surface layers are parallel, is calledsynclinic
smectic-C surfaces, or the S structure, or just thesynclinic
structure, and the antisymmetric one, where the directions
the tilt at the two surfaces are antiparallel, is calledanticlinic
smectic-C surfaces, or the C structure, or simply theanti-
clinic structure @4–8#. It is surprising that, although a pa
ticular compound at temperatures belowTc

b in the bulk ex-
hibits only the synclinic Sm-C5* structure, where the tilts
in neighboring layers are almost parallel, it forms theC
structure as the ground state in free-standing films at t
peratures aboveTc

b @4#. Upon applying an external electri
field parallel to the smectic layers, a transition from t
ground stateC structure to theS structure was observed a
the critical field Ec . The critical field was reported to in
crease upon cooling and to decrease with increase in
thickness of the film. When approachingTc

b from above, a
transition from theC to theSstructure was observed and th
critical field becomes zero.

In a recently proposed explanation for the stability of t
C structure in compounds with high saturation values of
1063-651X/2002/66~5!/051701~6!/$20.00 66 0517
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transverse polarization, thermal fluctuations of the polari
tion field were recognized as an important source of
long-range interactions that stabilize theC structure@7#. The
entropic contribution of the polarization fluctuations w
shown to reduce the free energy of theC structure more than
the free energy of theS structure. As we understand, th
explanation rests on the assumption that both configurat
present locally stable structures, and the contribution of
fluctuations merely lowers the minimum of theC structure
below the minimum of theS structure. In this paper, we
would like to show that the two minima actually appear
the mean-field treatment of the free-standing films so
assumption in Ref.@7# is justified. Moreover, with a properly
chosen set of model parameters, theC structure happens to
be preferred over theS structure even within the mean-fiel
analysis. Fluctuations, however, can additionally enhance
stability.

There have also been observations of the opposite e
in other compounds, where a transition from the ground s
Sstructure to theC structure was induced by an electric fie
@5–7#. This was explained successfully by the appearanc
flexoelectric polarization and its coupling with the electr
field, and we shall not discuss this case any further.

II. THE MODEL

In the following we shall show that the reported pheno
ena can be interpreted within the discrete phenomenolog
model of antiferroelectric liquid crystals@9#. The order pa-
rameter is a set of two-dimensional layer-tilt vectorsji
5(j i ,x ,j i ,y), which are the projections of the layer directo
ni onto the planexy parallel to the smectic layers. The inde
i stands for thei th layer. The free energyG0 is written as a
sum of terms describing the intralayer and interlayer inter
tions up to the second neighboring layers:

G05(
i

F1

2
a0ji

21
1

4
b0ji

41
1

2
a1~ji•ji 11!1

1

8
a2~ji•ji 12!G .

~1!
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Intralayer interactions are described by the first two term
wherea05a(T2T0). T0 would be the Sm-A↔ tilted phase
transition temperature if there were no interaction betw
different layers and assuming a second order transition f
the Sm-A to the tilted phase,a andb0 are positive constants
The lowest order terms describing interactions betw
neighboring layers are thea1 term, describing the neares
layers’ interactions, and thea2 term, describing the next
nearest layers’ interactions. The signs of parametersa1 and
a2 determine the preferred relative orientation of tilts in i
teracting layers. Ifa1 anda2 are positive, anticlinic tilts are
favored, and if they are negative, synclinic tilts are favor

Wherea2 is negative or positive but smaller thanua1u, the
structure of the tilted phase is determined by the sign of
parametera1. If a1 is negative, the tilted phase at temper
tures below the Sm-A phase is the synclinic Sm-C phase,
and if a1 is positive, it is the anticlinic Sm-CA phase. For
positivea2, which is also larger thanua1u, a balance between
competing nearest layer and next-nearest layer interactio
achieved in the short pitch structure of the Sm-Ca phase. We
wish to explain the observed stability of the anticlinicC
structure in a film made of the bulk synclinic material—
therefore we shall choose the values of the model parame
so as to obtain the synclinic Sm-C phase just below the
Sm-A phase in the bulk. Thusa1 should be negative. But we
shall also permit a certain competition between the nea
and the next-nearest layer interactions by settinga2 positive
but smaller thanua1u. The competition should be wea
enough not to disturb the synclinic structure in the bulk, b
should result in the appearance of not completely syncl
structures in free-standing films.

In order to obtain the surface transition at temperat
higher than the bulk transition temperatureTc

b , which in our
case equalsTc

b5T01(2a11a2/4)/a, we shall follow a
simple phenomenological approach@1#. The parametersa0
and b0, which describe intralayer interactions, will be th
same in all the layers in the bulk but we will take a differe
ã0 in the surface layers of the free-standing film. Since
smectic order is larger in the surface layers, we assumeT̃0 is
higher thanT0 and the temperature dependent parameteã0

5a(T2T̃0) for the surface layer is smaller thana0 for inte-
rior layers. The differenceT̃02T05(a02ã0)/a5Da0 /a is
a positive measure of the excess order at the surfaces
will be temperature independent.

We have described elsewhere in detail@10# how the sta-
bility analysis of the high temperature Sm-A phase is per-
formed and how the structure of the tilted phase below
Sm-A phase in free-standing films is determined numerica
within this model. The Sm-A phase is stable as long as th
matrix of the second derivatives of the free energy~1! with
respect to the set of two-dimensional order parameters~i.e.,
the inverse susceptibility matrix! is positive definite. The
main part of the analysis is to find the temperature where
smallest eigenvalue of the inverse susceptibility matrix in
Sm-A phase becomes zero. The corresponding eigenvect
related to the structure of the tilted phase. We have sho
that in films with a finite number of smectic layers the tra
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sition from the Sm-A phase first goes to a uniplanar stru
ture, and that a spatially modulated structure may o
evolve at a lower temperature. We call a structure or a fl
tuation uniplanar if the molecules in all the layers tilt with
a single plane. The same procedure was done here an
will only review the results.

III. RESULTS

Important ingredients of our analysis are the temperatu
where the lowest eigenvalues of the inverse susceptib
matrix in the Sm-A phase become zero. In Fig. 1~a! the larg-
est three among these temperatures denoted byTc1 , Tc2, and
Tc3 are plotted as a function ofDa0 /a. Calculations were
done for a nine-layer-thick film and an appropriate set
model parameters. The temperature of t
Sm-A ↔ tilted phase transition is the highest among the
Tc1 for Da0 /a,;6 K and the higher ofTc1 and Tc2 for
largerDa0 /a, where the two temperatures almost coincid
This part is reproduced in Fig. 1~b!, where the difference
Tc12Tc2 is plotted in dependence onDa0 /a. Later we shall
recall that there exists a region of values ofDa0 /a such that
Tc2 is higher thanTc1.

To understand the influence of largeDa0 /a on the small
difference betweenTc1 andTc2 let us look at the shape of th
uniplanar fluctuations that they belong to. Due to the sy
metry of the film, all the eigenfluctuations are either symm
ric or antisymmetric with respect to the midpoint. In Fi
1~c! the first two fluctuation modes are shown schematica
at temperatures such that the fluctuation modes are~or would
be! critical and where the corresponding relaxation fr
quency~the eigenvalue of the inverse susceptibility matr!
is zero. The first one corresponds toTc1 and is symmetric
and the second one corresponds toTc2 and is antisymmetric
with respect to the midpoint.

For smallDa0 /a, both fluctuations are characterized b
small amplitudes in the surface layers compared to the
plitudes in the interior layers. This means that the tilt vec
fluctuations are harder at the surfaces and softer inside
film. Upon cooling, a tilted structure with a small tilt in th
surface layers and a large tilt in the interior layers sho
evolve.

For largeDa0 /a, the situation is reversed. The amplitud
of the first two fluctuation modes is large at the surfaces
small inside the film and both modes become unstable
almost the same temperature. Since mostly the surface la
are involved in this process for largeDa0 /a, the critical
temperature~higher betweenTc1 andTc2) is called the sur-
face transition temperatureTc

sur f . It is much higher than the
bulk transition temperatureTc

b .
At temperatures belowTc

sur f , the critical fluctuation mode
induces a uniplanar tilted structure with nonzero tilt in t
surface layers and either symmetric or antisymmetric tilt p
file. A schematic representation of both possible structure
shown in Fig. 2. The symmetric one is theSstructure and the
antisymmetric one is theC structure. They both resemble th
shapes of the fluctuations they evolve from.

Within the next-nearest layer interaction model the tw
1-2
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ELECTRIC-FIELD-INDUCED TRANSITION BETWEEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051701 ~2002!
structures will have the same free energy if the tilt is nonz
only in a few surface layers and exactly zero in more th
two neighboring layers inside the film. In such a case
directions of the tilt at the two surfaces of the film are n
related. But, in fact, their free energies are not quite

FIG. 1. ~a! Temperatures where the first, the second, and
third eigenvalues of the inverse susceptibility matrix in the SmA
phase become zero are plotted as functions of the surface o

Da0 /a5T̃02T0. The Sm-A phase is stable at temperatures abo
Tc1 and Tc2, whichever is higher. Calculations were done for
nine-layer film made of a ferroelectric liquid crystal described
parametersa1 /a5210 K anda2 /a56 K. ~b! The difference be-
tweenTc1 and Tc2 in the region where they are almost the sam
The unstable fluctuation mode corresponds to the symmetricSfluc-
tuation for Da0 /a,7.9 K and for Da0 /a.12.8 K, whereas for
Da0 /aP ~7.9 K, 12.8 K! the unstable mode is the antisymmetricC
fluctuation.~c! Schematic representation of the symmetric and
tisymmetric uniplanar fluctuations at temperatures, where they
come unstable in the Sm-A free-standing film.
05170
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same, since the tilt in the middle layers of the film is n
exactly zero and the interaction between the surfaces is tr
mitted across the film. Therefore only one of them descri
the ground state structure. Which one is it?

Let us look once more at Fig. 1~b!, where the difference
of the temperaturesTc12Tc2 is plotted as a function of
Da0 /a. There is a region ofDa0 /a between 7.9 K and 12.8
K whereTc2 is larger thanTc1 and where the antisymmetri
fluctuation mode is critical. For the values ofDa0 /a outside
this region the critical mode is the symmetric fluctuati
mode. In the bulk the parameterDa0 /a has no significance
and the structure of the tilted phase is completely determi
by a, b0 , a1, anda2. But for an appropriate set of mode
parameters the tilted structure in a free-standing film j
below theTc

sur f can be either symmetric or antisymmetr
about the midpoint, and the choice between them depe
essentially onDa0 /a, the excess order at the surfaces of t
film.

It is thus possible that in the bulk only the complete
synclinic tilted Sm-C structure is stable, whereas in the fil
the ground state just belowTc

sur f is the C structure. Its ap-
pearance depends on the enhanced order in the surface l
assumed at largeDa0 /a and on a positive value ofa2,
which does not favor synclinic tilts in next-nearest laye
Let us illustrate the possible stability of theC structure by
two examples dealing with films with odd and even numb
of layers, respectively.

In the next-nearest layer interaction model, a differen
between theSand theC structure emerges mainly in the fe
middle layers of the film. In the first approximation, we ca
neglect the minor differences in the tilt profile of both stru
tures in other layers. If we look at the middle layers and th
contribution to the interlayer interaction energy, we shou
compare the symmetricS and the antisymmetricC configu-
rations. In Fig. 3~a! the four middle layers of a film with an
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the uniplanarSandC struc-
tures, which evolve from the symmetric and the antisymmetric cr
cal uniplanar fluctuations below the transition from the Sm-A phase
as the surface order is enhanced in a nine-layer film. The slig
tilted molecules in the interior layers suppress the degene
among the two structures, since they transmit interactions betw
the two surface sides of the film. The parameters are chose
correspond to the regionC in Fig. 1~b!, at some temperature be
tween the surface transition temperatureTc

sur f and the bulk transi-
tion temperatureTc

b .
1-3
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FIG. 3. Schematic representations of theS
and C tilt configurations in~a! the four middle
layers in a film with an even number of layer
and ~b! the five middle layers in a film with an
odd number of layers. The pairs of layers th
contribute to the interlayer interaction energy a
the sign of their contributions are denoted b
6a1,2 @see Eq.~1!#.
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even number of layers are shown. Their interlayer (i 2 l )
interaction contribution to the free energy is

Gi 2 l ,N even,S5
1

2
a1~2umid21umid1umid

2 !

1
1

8
a2~2umid21umid!

for the S configuration and

Gi 2 l ,N even,C5
1

2
a1~2umid21umid2umid

2 !

2
1

8
a2~2umid21umid!

for the C configuration, whereumid is the magnitude of the
tilt in the two middle layers andumid21 is the magnitude of
the tilt in the neighboring two layers@see Fig. 3~a!#. If
Gi 2 l ,N even,C,Gi 2 l ,N even,S , the C structure is preferred
over theS structure:

a2.22a1

umid

umid21
⇒Gi 2 l ,N even,C,Gi 2 l ,N even,S⇒C stable.

~2!

The magnitude of the tilt decreases toward the midpoint
to a largeDa0 /a, so thatumid,umid21 and the approximate
condition ~2! for the stability of theC structure is satisfied
(a1,0, a2.0).

In odd-layer films the magnitude of the tilt in the midd
layer is zero for theC structure and small but nonzero for th
S structure. In Fig. 3~b! the symmetricS and antisymmetric
C configurations in five layers in the middle of the film a
shown. A similar reasoning as for the even films leads t
similar condition for the stability of theC structure:
05170
e

a

a2.24a1

umidumid21

umidumid221umid21
2

⇒Gi 2 l ,N odd,C

,Gi 2 l ,N odd,S⇒C stable. ~3!

Upon cooling the tilt increases in the interior layers
well and at some temperatureTCS nearTc

b a completely syn-
clinic structure is preferred, as is observed experiment
@4#. We can easily reproduce such behavior: We present
Fig. 4, where the curve corresponding toE50 represents the
difference of the free energies of the symmetricS and anti-
symmetricC structuresDG05G0,S2G0,C .

FIG. 4. The difference between the free energies of theSandC
structures as a function of temperature for a nine-layer film. T
typical values of material parameters are chosen such as to o
meaningful values of the energy: the smectic layer thicknessd0 is 3
nm and a, which corresponds to the specific heat, is
3104 J/m3 K @11#. The ratio of the polarization and the tilt depend
on a compound. We have chosen a value that is twice as large
DOBAMBC ~p-decyloxybenzylidenep-amino 2-methyl butyl cin-
namate!, P58 nC/cm2 at u5p/9. The other model parameters a
the same as before,a1 /a5210 K, a2 /a56 K, b0 /a5100 K,
andDa0/a512 K.
1-4
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At temperatures whereDG0.0, belowTc
sur f and above

TCS, theC structure is the ground state since it has a low
free energy than theS structure. AtTCS their free energies
are identical and the first order transition between the
structures changes the character of the ground state b
TCS. As expected, the synclinicS or Sm-C structures are
preferred at low temperatures, where the tilt becomes la
through the film.

Until now we have not discussed the influence of an
ternal electric field, which is commonly used in experime
to align the sample. If the field is weak~and usually it is! it
does not distort the structure, but it can lift a degener
between the various structures or increase the free en
difference between them. We will consider the coupling b
tween the electric field parallel to the smectic layers and
transverse ferroelectric polarizationPi of separate layers
which also lies in the smectic plane and is perpendicula
the tilt vectorji .

Transverse polarization of each smectic layer is indu
by piezoelectric coupling between the tilt and the polari
tion, Pi5«Cpieu i . Where the tilt is zero, there is no pola
ization. In theS and C structures, tilt and polarization ar
present mostly in the surface layers. Tilts in the upper an
the bottom surface layers are parallel in theS structure and
the average polarization̂P&S5(1/N)( i 51

N Pi of the film is
maximal, whereas in the antisymmetricC structure tilts and
polarizations in the surface layers are antiparallel and
average polarization̂P&C of the film is zero~see Fig. 2!. A
weak external electric fieldE parallel to the smectic layer
aligns theS structure so that̂P&S is parallel toE and does
not have any influence on theC structure.

When an external electric field is applied, an addition
linear term must be added to the free energyG0. The total
free energy is now

GE5G02E•^P&. ~4!

The free energyGE,C of the C structure is not changed b
this linear coupling term, whereas the free energy of thS
structureGE,S is decreased,GE,S,G0,S . If the Sstructure is
the ground state whenE50, it remains the ground state eve
whenE5” 0. But if the C structure is the ground state forE
50, there exists a critical fieldEc where the free energies o
both structures are the same,GEc ,S5GEc ,C . If E is larger

thanEc , the S structure is stable. In Fig. 4 the temperatu
dependence of the free energy differenceDGE5GE,S
2GE,C in the presence of an electric field is shown for t
same set of model parameters as before.

Our understanding of the effect is summarized in Fig.
where the critical fieldEc is shown in dependence on tem
perature for a few films of different thicknesses. The curv
showing the temperature dependence of the critical fi
separate the stability regions of theS, C, and Sm-C struc-
tures. ForEc50, theSstructure is stable at temperatures
to TCS, where the transition to theC structure takes place
and theC structure is replaced by the Sm-A phase at tem-
peratures aboveTc

sur f . At temperatures around and belowTc
b

the S structure is more like Sm-C, with synclinic and con-
05170
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siderable tilt in all layers. The transition temperatureTCS
depends on the number of layersN in the film, whereas the
surface transition temperatureTc

sur f does not depend onN for
films thicker than approximately seven layers. In the SmA
phase there exists some nonzero tilt in the same directio
all the layers ifE5” 0. This is the linear response due to th
coupling betweenE andP, which stabilizes theSstructure at
high temperatures. When cooling at constantE we first reach
a certain temperature where theC structure becomes pre
ferred over the field-inducedS structure, and at some lowe
temperature theC structure becomes stable again. The c
responding electric field is thus the critical fieldEc which
induces the transition from theC to theSstructure at the two
temperatures. The temperature region where theC structure
is stable shrinks as the electric field is increased. IfE is
larger thanEmax, the C structure is driven out of the phas
sequence. This effect was reported first in Ref.@8#: The au-
thors experimentally observed the reentrant appearanc
theSstructure when the Sm-A film was cooled in a moderate
electric field of around 10 V/mm. When the field was ev
higher, the structure remained synclinic in the whole te
perature region, and theC structure was not observed at a

Where else do our predictions meet the experimental
servations? The critical field calculated within our model
of the same order of magnitude as the measured fields~5–15
V/mm! @4,7,8#. With increasing number of layersN, the criti-
cal field Ec decreases as reported@4,8#. At higher tempera-
turesEc decreases with increasing temperature, as was
served experimentally@4#. We also predict that at low
temperatures close toTc

b the critical fieldEc should decrease
with decreasing temperature. This was not observed ye
the best of our knowledge, but such behavior can be
pected since the synclinic Sm-C structure is stable in the
bulk at low temperatures and therefore the critical fie
should go to zero.

A word should be said also about the parameters we h
used in our calculations and their influence on the criti

FIG. 5. The critical electric field that induces the transition b
tween theC and theS structures in films with 8, 9, 10, and 1
layers. At high temperatures, theC structure is stable in the region
below the Ec(a0 /a) curves and theS structure is stable above
them. At low temperatures or strong electric fields, the stable st
ture corresponds to the Sm-C phase. ForT.Tc

sur f and E50 the
Sm-A phase is stable. The material and model parameters are
same as in the previous figure.
1-5
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ROVŠEK, ČEPIČ, AND ŽEKŠ PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051701 ~2002!
field. A large piezoelectric coupling constantCpie leads to a
large spontaneous transverse polarization and to small c
cal fields. Strong interlayer interactions~largea1 anda2) in
general increase the difference of the free energies of
various structures, and so the critical field becomes hig
On the contrary, a largeDa0 /a indicates a small magnitud
of the tilt in interior layers, a less important contribution
the difference of the free energies of theS and theC struc-
tures, and therefore a small critical field. The explanation
propose here is meaningful for substances that have a
able combination of different properties: Strong but wea
competing interlayer interactions increase the acceptable
ference of the transition temperaturesTc

sur f2Tc
b .

IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize, a mean-field interpretation of the elect
field-induced transition from the ground stateC structure to
the S structure in free-standing films was proposed for co
pounds with no anticlinic bulk phases. The model propo
is a discrete phenomenological model of antiferroelectric
uid crystals, which explicitly includes interactions up
next-nearest layers. The basic assumption of our explana
is the existence of a minimal competition between nea
layer interactions, which favor synclinic tilts, and nex
nearest layer interactions, which favor anticlinic tilts. In sp
of this the only tilted structure in the bulk is synclinic
whereas in films with enlarged surface order and increa
transition temperature the balance between the nearest
the next-nearest layer interactions can restore the part
anticlinic C structure. A necessary condition for this to ha
pen is that the interior molecules are tilted as well. A nonz
tilt in the interior layers ensures that the influence of co
peting interactions extends through the whole film.

With a reasonable choice of the model and material
in
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rameters, the estimated values of the critical electric field
the transition from theC to theS structure are macroscopi
and of the same order of magnitude as observed experim
tally @4,7,8#. The temperature dependence of the critical fie
at high temperatures also agrees with observations; u
cooling the critical field increases. The explanation we
fered involves a strong dependence of the critical field on
number of layers in the film. With increasing number of la
ers the critical field becomes smaller, which is the same fu
tional dependence as observed@8#.

Finally, we must not forget that physical mechanism
other than those included in our model can be importan
these systems. Due to a large tilt and the polarization in
surface layers, the dipolar interaction between the upper
the bottom surface layers can be important; this was alre
partially analyzed@12#. We have shown that a direct dipola
interaction promotes antiparallel orientation of the transv
sal polarizations of both surfaces and thus stabilizes thC
structure. In an alternative explanation, the stability of theC
structure was proposed to result from the interaction betw
the polarization fluctuations at the two surfaces@7,13#.

But, as already suggested, further studies of the struc
as a function of thickness are needed to confirm the valid
of the proposed models. Nevertheless, we believe that
explanation contributes to a general understanding of
intriguing phenomenon, which has been much stud
recently.
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